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§1. Introduction
In łaá siri, there is a verb of interest, ‹yií› — the meanings of which can be mapped onto three separate concepts: (i) 

desiring some which one lacks (‘want’); (ii) lacking something which one feels is necessary (‘need’); and (iii) possessing 

something formerly desired or necessary (‘have’). This short article is an exposé of the morphosyntactic patterns which 

alter the semantics of this single verb root.

§2. History 
Historically speaking, the current use(s) of ‹yií› are a fairly late development occurring at Time 1 (T1). The verb comes 

from ‹*zyøq› which originally meant ‘to dwell somewhere, to live’ but drifted gradually. This proto-verb,  ‹*zyøq›, is also 

preserved in łaá siri’s locative verb, ‹yii’i› (‘to be in’), which was originally ‹*zyø(q)-ki› (‘dwell-be.at’ = ‘stay’). The con-

temporary senses of ‘have, want, need’ were expressed differently from*proto-siri (T3) to T2, when there were several 

distinct verbs in use: 

(1) łaá siri  (T0)    *proto-siri (T3) 
  yií  ‘have, want, need’   *ki ‘locative copula’ = ‘have’  
       *ata ‘dream, want’ (preserved as ‹‘a› in ‹‘atła› and ‹lir’a›) 
       *li-ɫə ‘long-emptiness’ = ‘need’ (preserved in as ‹lir› in ‹lir’a›)

The original verbs are at this point preserved only in pieces and none of them have been kept fully intact. For instance, 

‹*ki› (as explained above) is preserved in ‹yii’i›, and so on. Interestingly, ‹*li-ɫə› (‘to feel empty for long’ = ‘need’) and 

‹*ata› (‘to dream, want’) formed a compound which has been preserved, ‹*li-ɫə-ta› becomes ‹lir’a› which means ‘to day-

dream; to hope for something to happen; to imagine.’

§3. Preliminaries
Before any detailed discussion takes place, it is necessary to define some basic behaviors of and characteristics of the 

verb ‹yií›. It has limiting s- and c-selectional criteria on both the subject and the object; the former must be a nominal, 

sentient (human) argument and the latter must be nominal (i.e. no clausal complements, the verb ‹lir’a› can, however, 

take clausal complements). 

Thus we have the following distinctions between (a) and (b) below where # indicates semantic ungrammaticality and 

* indicates syntactic ungrammaticality: 

(2) a. ri R y:` R 		 	 	 li yl	 l':q yi :`  
   riryaár   liya-la  l-a-’aa’-yií! 
   sent\male.relative  food-inan near-abs-vis-need 
   ‘My brother needs food! (he does not look well)’ 
 

  b.  'u R sł	 	 	 li yl	 l':q yi :`  
   #’ursa-ła   liya-la  l-a-’aa’-yií!  
   dog-anim   food-inan near-abs-vis-need 
   Intended: ‘The dog needs food!’  
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(3) a. łsl'u lt: 	 łi : lu :R yi :  
   łasala’u-layaa ł-ii-raa-yií. 
   computer-inan imm-dist-infr-want 
   ‘I want that computer.’  
 

  b.  łu r: ti li 	 	 	 li R s	ł: yi :  
   *ł-u-raa-tłili.    lirsa ł-aa-raa-yií.   
   imm-imm-infr-leave comp imm-abst-infr-want 
   Intended: ‘I want to leave.’ 

Furthermore, the verb ‹yií› typically does not occur negated, and is instead replaced by either the affirmative form of 

the verb ‹tłaa› (‘lack’) or the negated form of the verb ‹‘atła› (‘wish for, hope for something’). As (2) above exemplifies, 

however, ‹yií› may occur with modified evidentialities.

To summarize briefly, ‹yií› c-selects for a nominal subject and object, and s-selects for a sentient (human) subject. It is 

rarely negated and alternative verbs are preferred for expressions of negation. 

§4. Patterns Concerning ‹yií›
We are now in a position to explain more precisely the three current meanings of the verb ‹yií› and how to derive them. 

The discussion will proceed from the unmarked form of the verb to other forms which require additional morphology. 

All three senses retain the criteria outlined above since the criteria are innate to the verb itself. 

§4.1. ‹yií› as ‘need’

In its unmarked form, ‹yií› means ‘need’ — the line between ‘need’ and ‘want’ is observed somewhat more distinctly in 

łaá siri than in English. ‘Need’ is usually expressed for physical things which are crucial to one’s health, whether emo-

tional (friends, assistance, etc.) or physical (food, water, medicine, etc.). For instance, something (4) is quite a natural:  

(4) sł̀	 	 	 'sli ylq l	 	 s: yi : 	 	 	 s 
  sa-łá   ‘a=saliya-la’-la  saa-yii   sa.  
  living.being-anim link=consume-pat-inan gno-dir\need prt 
  ‘Living creatures need food and drink (to survive).’ 

The sort of hyperbolic uses of ‘need’ in English (‘I need that game!’ = ‘I want that game a lot!’) would most likely 

translate to ‘want’ depending upon the context. It is possible to use ‹yií› with animate or sentient objects as well.

§4.2. ‹yií› as ‘want’ 

If ‹yií› co-occurs with the inferential evidential, which also marks some irrealis states, then the meaning of this verb 

changes to ‘want.’ This morphosemantic change has, in fact, become lexicalized as the following discussion will explain. 

(5) ‘ursa-ła ł-ii-raa-yií   ‘aa!  
  dog-anim imm-dist-infr-want prt 
  ‘I really want that dog over there!’ 

Of importance is the fact that (5) cannot be translated as ‘I may want that dog over there!’ as one expects. The only 
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valid interpretation of this sentence is one with the sense ‘want.’ 

Further evidence of this lexicalization comes in other typical irrealis contexts which necessitate the use of the inferen-

tial, such as with the adverb ‹li’ułi› ‘recently; will soon.’ This adverb c-selects for a verb in the terminative if express-

ing completion in the recent past, but a verb in the inferential if indicating the predicted completion of something in 

the immediate future. The contrast between (a) and (b) below evidence these c-selectional requirements: 

(6) a.  sq ri yly: 	 s: ':q r:q r: 	 	 li 'u łi 	 łlu :R t'R r	 	 	 	 ':  
   sa’riya-layaa  saa-’aa’-raa’raa li’ułi  ł-a-l-uur-tła’arra    ‘aa!  
   money-inan  saa-vis-hide  just  imm-abs-indic-term-dir\search .for  prt 
   ‘(Wow!) I just found the hidden money (that I was searching for).’ 
 

  b.  sq ri yly: 	 s: r:q r:q r: 	 	 li 'u łi 	 łr: t'R  
   sa’riya-layaa  saa-raa’-raa’raa li’ułi  ł-a-raa-tła’ar. 
   money-inan  saa-rprt-hide will.soon imm-abs-infr-discover 
   ‘(I think I will probably) find the supposedly hidden money soon.’

Barring discussion of the lexical properties of the verbs ‹tła’arrá› (‘search for; find’) and ‹tła’ar› (‘find accidentally, 

discover’), in (6a), we see that the verb ‹tła’arrá› co-occurs with the terminative aspect. Accordingly, the meaning of 

the adverb ‹li’ułi› is ‘just; recently.’ On the other hand, (6b) has ‹tła’ar› with only the inferential, which here indicates 

an irrealis event, i.e. one which has no truth-conditionality because it has not yet taken place. The adverb ‹li’ułi› then 

indicates the immediate future. 

This discussion of ‹li’ułi›  is relevant for the discussion of ‹yií› in showing how the verb behaves since the inferential has 

been lexicalized as the meaning ‘want.’ What will the verb do if the intended meaning is not actually ‘will soon want,’ 

but ‘will soon need’? The two minimal pairs in (7) and (8) provide the answer: 

(7) łu lu :R r: sq ri y	 	 	 li R sł̀ 	 sq ri yly: 	 li 'u łi 	łlu R yi :  
  ł-u-l-uur-raa-sa’riya   lirsa=łá sa’riya-layaa  li’ułi     ł-a-l-ur-yii. 
  imm-imm-pot-term-infr-spend comp=after money-inan  soon    imm-abs-pot-inc-dir\need 
  ‘After I have spent all of my money, I will soon after need money (again).’

(8) łu lu :R r: sq ri y	 	 	 li R sł̀ 	 sq ri yly: 	 li 'u łi 	łr: yi :`  
  ł-u-l-uur-raa-sa’riya   lirsa=łá sa’riya-layaa  li’ułi     ł-a-raa-yií. 
  imm-imm-pot-term-infr-spend comp=after money-inan  soon    imm-abs-infr-want 
  ‘After I have spent all of my money, I will soon after want money (again).’

Thus we can see from (7) that a special use of modal aspect (potential + inceptive) is employed instead of the 

inferential evidential which is typically used in these contexts. There is no issue with the inferential in (8) because the 

intended meaning is a ‘morphological match’ which the morphological requirements of the adverb. The intended mean-

ing is ‘want’ and the adverb does not interfere with this. 

The fact that special morphology is used in (7) suggests that the ‘want’ meaning of ‹yií› has been lexicalized together 

with the inferential evidential morpheme. It is because of this lexicalization that the inferential is avoided in (7).
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§4.3. ‹yií› as ‘have’  

By no means is the verb ‘have’ used as extensively in łaá siri as it is in English; there are other ways of expressing 

ownership, possession, or acquisition and ‹yií› is used to express have mainly in contexts in which the subject formerly 

desired or needed something and, after this desiring event, acquired that thing. The reason it has this specific use is 

that ‘have’ is expressed as an aspectual quality of ‘needing.’ Once the event of ‘needing’ has come to a conclusion or has 

reached its goal, one has what they formerly needed. It is on this basis that ‹yií› plus the terminative aspect is interpre-

tated as ‘have.’

The terminative originally referred only to the stopping or ending of an event. It carries that meaning still, but its mean-

ing has expanded to include the completion of an event or the attainment of its goal. In short, it now encompasses a degree 

of telicity in addition to termination. Therefore, ‘to be done needing’ becomes ‘to have.’ For example: 

(9) li yl	 ri 	 łt:` 	 	 	 li y:` q 	łu lu :R yi :  
  liya-la  ri ł-a-tłaá  liyaá’ ł-u-l-uur-yii.  
  food-inan foc imm-abs-dir\lack foc imm-imm-indic-term-dir\have 
  ‘I didn’t have food but now I do.’ 

In this sense, there is change from ‘lack’ to ‘have,’ and the use of the terminative shows that the completion and/or 

termination of ‘needing.’ 

Note that the facts about ‹yií› as ‘want’ still hold true in this sense as well. With the inferential, ‹yií› in this sense could 

still mean ‘have,’ but rather than acquiring something necessary, the verb would express the acquisition of something 

desirable. This is given in (10):

(10) łsl'u ly: 	 ri 	 łr: yi :` 	 	 	 li y: q` 	łlu :R r: yi :`  
  łasala’u-layaa ri ł-a-raa-yií,   liyaá’ ł-a-l-uur-raa-yií.  
  computer-inan foc imm-abs-infr-want  foc imm-abs-indic-term-infr-have 
  ‘I wanted a computer and now I have one.’ 

It should come as no surprise that in these contexts for ‘have,’ there is some degree of focus or contrast between for-

merly ‘wanting/needing’ and currently ‘having.’ In somewhat more neutral contexts,  ‹yií› would be an unacceptable verb 

to use for ‘have.’ In response to the question, ‘Do you have a computer?’ for instance,  ‹yií› would not be used (unless 

the context is right). Instead, the conversation would go as follows (take note of the use of the deictic postposition,  ‹‘i›): 

(11) A:  ri 	 łsl'u ly: 	 l'i 	 	 	 ':`  
  A:  ri łasala’u-layaa l-a-’i   (‘aá)?  
   inter computer-inan near-abs-poss prt 
  A:  ‘Do you have a computer?’  
 

  B:  ł'i 	 	 	 s 
  B:  ł-a-’i   (sa).  
   imm-abs-poss prt 
  B:  ‘I do!’
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§5. Concluding Remarks
In this short article, three distinct behaviors of the verb ‹yií› have been described with respect to their semantic and 

morphosyntactic licensing conditions. For speakers of English, a distinct line between ‘want’ and ‘need’ may feel like 

a difficult one to adhere to. In łaá siri, this distinction is more pertinent: The unmarked form of this verb is ‘need,’ but 

it has been lexicalized with the inferential evidential to express the meaning ‘want.’ In accordance with these two 

meanings, the third meaning of ‘have’ is actually an aspectual specification of either ‘wanting’ or ‘needing’ — specifi-

cally, when this event has terminated (or culminated), the meaning shifts to ‘have.’ This is expressed with the use of the 

terminative aspect.

§6. Appendix: Historical Change of  ‹*zyøq›
łaá siri is currently at Time 0 (T0). Three relevant points in time have led up to T0, the earliest of which is T3 (called 

*proto-siri). Here is a more detailed timeline of the *proto-siri verb ‹*zyøq› whence ‹yií› comes.

T0 yií ‘to need; to want; to have’

T1 *yiːç ‘to have something at home, to keep something around the house’ 

T2 *ʒiːχ ‘to dwell; to stay indoors’

T3 *zyøq ‘to dwell, live somewhere’

  


